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Abstract —A new pipelined image processor using multiple-vafued logic

is effectively employed for systematic image processing without encoding

and decoding because each pixel can be dkectly expressed by a single

multiple-vafued digit for images having severat gray levels or several colors.

Furthermore, from the viewpoint of hardware implementation, reduction in

wiring complexity and reduction in chip area can be achieved in tnultiple-

vafued logic system.

In this paper, a new pattern matching pmeedure for performing four-vat-

ued image processing based on cellular logic operation is proposed, aflow-

ing two different templates to be proeessed simultaneously in a pipetined

manner. Based on these double pattern matching cells, a compact NMOS

image processing chip has been implemented. It is demonstrated that the

compactness comes from reduced interconnections in the double pattern

matching celk using a quatemary multiplexer or T gates, reatized with

pass transistors and multiple ion implants.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T HAS long been recognized that the use of multiple-

valued logic in conventional digital systems has poten-

tial advantages [1], [2]. One of the most important ad-

vantages of a multiple-valued logic system is reduction in

interconnections [3]. However, very few types of chips

based on multiple-valued logic have been fabricated for

practical applications [4]-[8].

This paper presents an implementation of a new

quaternary NMOS integrated circuit for four-valued pipe-

lined image processing using multiple ion implant tech-

nique. It has been demonstrated that not only two-valued

image processing but also several-valued image processing

is essential in applications such as robotics and medical

image processing with several colors [9], [10]. The image

processing algorithm employed here is based on cellular

logic operations which perform digitally to transform an

array of four-valued input data into a new data array.

With images having four levels or colors, each pixel can be

directly expressed by a single quaternary digit. We have

shown that by the use of quaternary logic, systematic

image processing can be effectively achieved without going

back and forth between the actual image and the binary
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data [11]. In four-valued image processing, cellular logic

operations can be generalized by template or pattern

matching. A new pattern matching cell is designed so that

two different templates can be processed simultaneously in

a pipelined manner. The ease of this double matching

procedure is due to the full use of the quaternary informa-

tion in the matched result [12].

The image processing hardware implemented is a linear

array of the pattern matching cells which has been fabri-

cated based on the usual 10-pm NMOS process with the

unit length A = 5 pm [13], [14]. The basic building block of

the cell is a quaternary multiplexer which is also called a T

gate. The use of the T gate enables a structured design of

any quaternary logic system because both combinational

and sequential circuits can be constructed using only T

gates. The T gate consists of E/D NMOS transistors

which have different threshold voltages realized by multi-

ple ion implants. Since pass transistors are used for multi-

plexing the quaternary input signals, chip interconnections

can be greatly reduced in comparison with other imple-

mentations. The integrated T gate is proved, by measure-

ment, to have almost the desired characteristics with the

different threshold voltages, 1.2, 2.7, and 3.6 V, and a

propagation delay of 150 ns. A two-phase dynamic shift

register which can be used for the pipelined operation in

the array is also implemented using T gates. Finally, it is

confirmed that the pattern matching cell operates with a

2-MHz data rate.

Since the data flow in the array of the pattern matching

cells is completely in the form of quaternary signals, the

processing capability per unit cell is greatly increased. In

fact, the number of cells is reduced to 50 percent of a

conventional binary implementation because of the direct

processing on input pixels and the double matching proce-

dure. This implies that the interconnections between the

cells are greatly reduced.

II. IMAGE PROCESSING ALGORITHM USING

MULTIPLE-VALUED LOGIC

The digital image discussed here is uniformly sampled

and quantized to several levels.
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Fig. 1. Near-neighbor variables in a 3 X 3 win

Suppose that a digitized image is approximated by

equally spaced samples arranged in the form of an M x N

array, where each element of the array is a discrete quan-

tity:

/ A(o>o) A(O,l) . . . A(O, N-1) \

A(l, O)
A= .

A(l,l) . . . A(l, N–1)

\ A(M:l,O) A(M:l,l) . . . A(J4–&l) I

(1)

Let the set of discrete quantities in the four-valued

images be L = {O, 1,2,3}. In-the following discussion, the

correspondence between the four-valued pixels and gray

levels, or colored levels, is assumed predefine.

The image processing algorithm using multiple-valued

logic is based on near-neighbor logic operations. Fig. 1

shows a configuration of a center pixel and its near-

neighbor variables in the case of a 3 X 3 window.

The near-neighbor operations are essentially generalized

by a template matching, and are described by the transi-

tion 8 of a center pixel XOG A(i, j). The transition 8 is

determined by an approp;ate combination of a center

pixel XO and its near-neighbor

follows:

variables xl,. . . . xs as

+ Vk

where V;, V~(l<p<k, O<q <8)GL.

The above notation is interpreted in the following way.

If for any p (1< p < k) a center pixel XO G A(i, j) and its

near-neighbor variables xl, x ~, o. “, x ~ are equal to
V$, J.7f,. . . , VJ’, respectively, then XO changes to the new

state VP where the transition will be made. Otherwise, X.

does not change.

The near-neighbor operations are divided broadly into

two types: nonrecursive (or simple) near-neighbor oper-

ations and recursive near-neighbor operations.

A. Simple Near-Neighbor Operation

In the simple near-neighbor operation, when the center

pixel A(i, j) of an input image A and its near-neighbor

pixels A(i–l, j–l), ””., A(i +1, j +1) are equal to

ao, al, . o., a g, respectively, A(i, j) is changed to ro.

21

Otherwise, A(i, j) remains unchanged. A simple near-

neighbor operation can be formulated by a template with

an input image A as follows:

A(input) R(output)

❑
al az a~

a8 a. a4 -+ ro.

a7 a6 a5

Using the near-neighbor operations, the number of tem-

plates required for the state transition often becomes large

in a multiple-valued logic system. In this case, compression

of the templates is achieved by using a multiple-valued

minimization technique [11],

B. Recursive Near-Neighbor Operation

This operation is also represented by the state transition

of R using templates as follows:

R(present state) A(input) R’(next)

R

rl rz r~

r8 r. r4 a. + r;

r7 r6 r5

where a ~ and r. are the center pixel of the input image A

and the next state R, respectively. The recursive operation

is effectively repeated until R reaches a constant value.

Sufficient conditions for the convergence of the state vec-

tor R within a finite repetition are given in [11].

III. QUATERNARY NMOS T GATE

A. Design of a Quaternary NMOS T Gate

A quaternary T gate can be used as a basic building

block in a four-valued pipelined image processing hard-

ware [12]. A quaternary T gate is a multiplexer function

defined by

Tout=T(po,pl, p2,p3;~)=pi, if~=i (2)

where

PO, P1>P2>P3, X=L= {0,1,2~3}.

Fig. 2 shows a quatemary T-gate circuit using NMOS

transistors. The threshold voltage of each transistor and

the logical levels at the design stage are shown in Table I.

The transistors Ml – M8 are used as the components of

binary inverters and NOR circuits with different “threshold

voltages realized by multiple ion implants. The voltages V.,

Vb, V~, and Vf at the points a, b, d, and f in Fig. 2
become VDD if the logical value x is O, 1, 2, and 3,
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Fig. 2. Quaternary NMOS T-gate circuit

TABLE I

PARAMETERSOFTHE DESIGNED

7’-GATE CIRCIJIT

—

respectively. Otherwise, these voltages are almost zero. The

pass tEi21SktOrS ikf15– kf~g are used as ZWdOg switches, so

that the data input pi appears at the output TOUtif the gate

voltage of the corresponding pass transistor becomes high.

By using the pass transistors, quatemary signals can be

transferred to the output without decoding to binary sig-

nals, which makes reduction in complexity of the intercon-

nections possible.

Four different enhancement-mode transistors and a de-

pletion-mode transistor are formed by using three implant

steps. ‘The enhancement-mode transistors having the

threshold voltages KA = 4 and 2 V receive boron implants

‘DS1 and ND,SZ, respectively. The depletion-mode tran-
sistors having the threshold voltage V@ = – 3 V receive

phosphorus implant ND~3. The pass transistors having the

threshold voltage ~k = 1 V receive both the boron implant

N~S1 and the phosphorus implant N~~3, thus reducing the
number of implant steps. Compared with the standard

NMOS process, the increase in the number of the implant

steps is only one. The change of the threshold voltage AVt~

can be controlled by dose control according to

A<h = q . N&/COX (3)

“DD

T
v

out

fjlk
Depletion

transistor
slooe -1

v
out

“in C+
Enhoncemmt

transistor sloDe -1
1,

0 ‘TCI ‘TC2
‘in

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Basic inverter. (a) E/D-tWe NMOS inverter circuit. (b) Static
transfer characteristic.

TABLE II
EXAMPLEOF VTC1 AND ‘TC2

‘th Ov 2V w I

where q is an electron charge, COXis a gate capacitance per

unit area, and N~s is the net implant dose per unit area. If

DS becomes very large, some nonlinear effects appearN

in (3).

Fig. 3 shows a basic inverter circuit used in the T gate.

Let the depletion-mode pull-up transistor have a threshold

voltage V&, and let the enhancement-mode pull-down

transistor have a threshold voltage ~fi. The switching

voltages where the slope of the curve becomes – 1 in Fig.

3(b) are given by

(4).,

where ~~ = {( WP~/LP~)/(WPU/LPU)} . (pP~/pPU), and

where pP ~, WPU, and LPU are, respectively, surface mo-

bility, channel width and length in the gate region of the

depletion-mode transistors. Similarly, pPd, Wp~, and LP~

are the corresponding parameters in the enhancement-

mode transistors. The logical threshold voltage ~..U of the

inverter is assumed to be Vi.U = ( VTC1+ VTc2)/2. In the

Custom LSI Design and Development System at Tohoku

University, the surface nobilities are measured to be pPd
= 500 cm2-s-l. V-l and pPU= 375 cm2-s-l-V-l. For the

length-to-width ratio Z = 4 and V~eP= – 3 V, the voltages

v TCl~VTC2, and ~..u are given in Table II.

B. Characteristic of the Implemented T Gate

The process is based on the multiple ion implant steps

shown in Table III. The dc transfer characteristic is shown

in Fig. 4, where the output function TOUt= T(O, 1,2, 3; x) is

used as a quantizer function. The logical threshold voltages

~.~U between the logical values 1–2 and 2–3 are smaller

than the designed ones because of the nonlinear effect in
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TABLE III
MULTIPLE ION IMPLANT QUATERNARYLOGIC

Vth(v) ImDlant Dose ( cm-z)

1 1

I 26 I ‘oron INDS=25J’

T(>ut(\

!

——

—1Transistor

i

M6 , Ml

W-+ , M8

Ml I

1% - f14

[DeDletion Tr, )

’15 ‘“18

(Pass Tr, )

“—r—————

El T t-’””’
I 1

!
x

(a)

1-v

=-x(v)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Quantizer function. (b) Static transfer characteristic of the

Input

x

output

Tout

Fig. 5.

quantizer.

21J

t—Ips

Input and output response of the quantizer.

dose control due to leakage of implants. This can be easily

improved by precise implants after the measurement of the

nonlinear effects. Fig. 5 shows a transient response. The

maximum propagation delay is about 150 ns, when the

output is connected to the control terminal ,x of another T

gate.

C. Dynamic Shift Register

Not only combinational but also sequential circuits can
be constructed using T gates. Fig. 6 shows a. dynamic shift

register constructed by T gates. Using the two-phase non-

overlapping clock @l and 42, the dynamic shift register

employs charge storage on capacitive nocle at the gate

connected to the control input x to retain logic levels

23

Data

‘-””’
Data
input

11

0, %

Fig. 6. Quatemmy dynamic shift register.

Fig. 7. Input and output waveforms of the dynamic shift register.

between clock periods. Fig. 7 shows a transient response.

The minimum clock frequency of this circuit is limited to

1 kHz due to charge leakage from the soft node.

Although the quaternary dynamic shift register itself is

not as simple as a corresponding binary implementation, it

can be effectively used in a modified form such that the T

gate is operated as both a dynamic shift register element

and a logic gate. These examples are shown in tlhe follow-

ing section.

IV. HARDWARE STRUCTURE OF A PIPELINED

IMAGE PROCESSOR

The four-valued image processor proposed here consists

of the data shifter generating input image streams with

different phase and commonly clocked near-neighbor

processing stages in a pipelined manner as shown in Fig. 8.

A. Design of a Pattern Matching Cell

A quaternary pattern matching (PM) cell for double

matching has been proposed [12]. Let us denote the input

stream as alaz . . . ai ..0, the two finite pattern streams as

PlP2””” Pi””” andqlq2. .. q,..., and the output stream

asclcz. .. c,.,., where ai, pi, qi, Ci = L, and the output

digit Ci is defined as follows:

(1, if the subsequence alaz ~~~ai matches only the

pattern plp2” 0. pi

2, if the subsequence ala z “ “. ai matches only the

Ci =

\

pattern qlq~. . . q,

3, if the subsequence ala ~ . . . ai matches both the

\

patterns plpz o“” pi and qlqz. . . qi

O, otherwise.

(5)
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Pattern matcher

I I

~._.
G“l-

Master cat a

Cent rol 1 shifter
A

4 1

Stage 2 I

‘------l-’
::

I ki:;:-:1

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the pipelined image processor.

TABLE IV

ACCUMULATORFUNCTION

\lo :i-:3

I
00000

bi
10101
20022
30123

Accumulator Quantizer~--- ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

WJ!Qlo-l..[aout

““’”’&=r-’‘n’wou’
[n2

Fig. 9. Quatemary pattern matching cell.

According to this definition, two kinds of elements are

necessary to construct a quaternary PM cell. One element

is a one-dig,it comparator and the other is an accumulator.

The one-digit comparator corresponding to a pattern

matching of an input pixel can be designed easily using a

T gate:

biCT(CIO, CrI, CX2, C13; ai) (6)

where ai is the input digit operated on, and where each ai

can be determined according to the definition given in (5)

as

{

aP , = a% =3, if pi = qi

p, =1 and aq, =2,a if pi # qi (7)

all other constants aj = O.

The accumulator receives the inputs c, – 1 (the output

from the previous cell) and bi (the result from the c~m-

parator above), and h stores the accumulated matching

results of Ci _ ~ and bi. The dynamic shift register element

is also used in the accumulator for pipelined operation in

the linear array of the PM cells. The function and the

circuit diagram for this accumulator are shown in Table IV

and Fig. 9, respectively. The accumulator function can be

o—r————l

“-’*:
Fig. 10. Output selector.

PM arry

[n

out
In

m :wirdow register

Fig. 11. Basic structure of the quatemary image processing hardware
for 3 X 3 near-neighbor operations.

written as

ci=T(O, T(Ojl,Ojl ;ci_l)j T(0,0,2j2; ci-l), ci-l; bi).

(8)

Since three-stage T gates are contained in Fig. 9, the

maximum clock frequency of the cell becomes about

2 MHz. The two-phase clock 01 and +2 is used for charge

transfer. When @l is high and +2 is low, the charge

corresponding to the logic level is retained at the control

input of the T gate of the accumulator, and when @l is low

and +2 is high, the charge is transferred to the quantizer.

B. Design of an Output Selector

The specified state transition within a PM array is

performed by an output selector (OS), and the result is

stored in the dynamic shift register in the OS for the

continuous pipelined operation. Fig. 10 shows the struc-

ture of the OS using two quatemary T gates and two pass

transistors. The two-phase clock @l and +2 enables this

system to perform the image processing in a pipelined

manner synchronized with the operation of the PM cell.

C. Pipelined Image Processing Hardware

Fig. 11 shows the basic structure of quatemary image

processing hardware (pattern matcher) for 3 x 3 near-

neighbor logic operations consisting of the data shifter, the

pattern matching cells, and the output selector. The image

data transformed into serial data according to the scanning

of two-dimensional image are entered into the data shifter

through the master control processor. Shift registers in the

data shifter store two contiguous (N+ 3) pixel scan lines,

and each window register puts the image data into the

three PM cells simultaneously. All neighborhood transfor-
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,
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di.l
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. . . .
i❑ ,le,em”t , P“yy ~&mput

Fig. 12. Structure of the quateruary image processor.

mations and data transfers are performed within a nine-

clock period.

The output image stream can be obtained at the same

rate as the input scanning, The final pattei-n matching

result of the input image is achieved by PM:5 shown in Fig.

11. Using the matching result C5 of PM5, the specified

output transition for two templates can be performed

simultazieously by the output T-gate TI as follows:

out =

4, ifc5=0

(no match)

VI, ifc~=l

(match to the first template)

v 29 ifc5=2

(match to the second template)

V1Or V2, ifc5=3

(match to both)

I3-stagelinear array of

the pattern matching

cells

______ ---- ——,-----
1 1

Pattern ~ Dual
I
;Dual

matching I multi- ,mUlti-
Cell 1 plexors ;plexors

1 1

:-__- __-- .--J----

Eti
(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Fabricated NMOS chip. (a) Chip functions. (b) Chip photo-

where A, VI, and V2 are the input pixel and the state

transition values of the center pixels for two templates,

respectively.

The structure of the simple near-neighbor operation

with more than three templates is constructed by arranging

multiple PM arrays as shown in Fig. 12. The matching

result in each PM array is transformed tc~ the transition

value specified by each template in the OS which is con-

nected to a PM array. The output di of the i th OS is

determined by the matching result c: from the ith PM

array as follows:

miixograph.

(9)
,,
3

Q!lI!F

PM PM PM

$’

L
2-phose ‘--A ‘~- -i- .;- --J I

%clock ---- -b- --- -i.. ---- -1

[nrxd

(lo)

where di _ ~ is the output of the (i – l)th OS and where

V2i– 1 and V2i are the transition values for two templates

in the i th PM array.

In the case of the recursive near-neighbor operation, the

output data of the OS in the final state are fed back to the

.—.
stream

out, out.2 CM3

Fig. 14. Three-stage linear array of the pattern matching cells.

master control and the timing for sending these data is

controlled by the master control processor. Then the out-

put data and the input image data are transferred into the

input nodes Inl and In z in each stage.

By the extension of the hardware arrays, pipelined image

processing for larger neighborhoods can easily be per-

formed.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IMAGE

PROCESSING HARDWARE

Fig. 13 shows the photomicrograph of the NMOS chip

using the usual rules with the unit length A = 5 pm [13].

The chip consists of a three-stage linear array of the

pattern matching cells, dual T gates, a pattern matching

cell, and the three-digit dynamic shift register. The chip

size is 5 X 4 mm2 with a total of 452 NMOS transistors.
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1

>%

/

Fig. 15. Input and output waveform$ of the pattern matching array.

3
MO;? 1

4-valued ~ Patter” 2

i ma-

(a)

P.nern 1

Image
UJtput

,nput
Pcttem 2
output

~ =++ ._.j

(b)

Fig. 16. Cellular arrays of pattern matching cells based on quatemary
and binary logic. (a) Quatemay hardware. (b) Binary hardware.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the circuit diagram and the

input–output waveforms of the three-stage linear array of

the pattern matching cells, where the patterns (templates)

are specified as follows:

Pattern 1: (Pi, P2, P3)=(oorl,oo’ 3,2)

Pattern 2: (~l,~2,~3)=(lor2,10r3,0).

With these patterns, the one-digit comparators become

bl=T(l,3,2,0; al) for PMl

bz=T(l,2,0,3; az) for PM2

and

b3=T(2,0,1,0; a3)for PM3

according to (7). The operating frequency of the two-phase

clock is 250 kHz in the experiment. The input stream is the

periodic waveform of Fig. 15. The output of PM3 detect-

ing Pattern 1 for (O, 3, 2) and Pattern 2 for (2,1, O) shows

clearly that the double matching is performed by the

three-stage linear array of the pattern matching cells.

TABLE V

COMPARISONOFTHEIMAGE PROCESSINGCELLULAR ARRAYS
(3X 3 NEAR-NEIGHBOROPERATION)

e

TABLE VI

PARAMETERSOFTHE T-GATE CIRCUIT WITH THEPOWERSUPPLY

VOLTAGE VDD = 5 V

‘th(v)
Imulont Transistors

-2,26 PhOSDhOrUS Mg - MIQ

-0,31 $

0,90 Boron M2_ M5, M8

TABLE VII

COMPARISONOFTHEPATTERNMATCHING CELLSWITH THE
POWERSUPPLYVOLTAGE VDD = 5 V

m
Data rate

(MHz)
2,7 1.8

Fig. 16 shows a cellular logic array based on typical

binary logic components. The function of the binary array

is equivalent to that of Fig. 14. The hardware based on

binary components requires a 2-bit input for direct rep-

resentation of an input pixel and a 2-bit output for parallel

processing corresponding to the double pattern matching

procedure.

From the above discussion, the feature of the quaternary

image processing hardware is summarized as shown in

Table V. The number of cells and interconnections be-

tween cells can be reduced to 50 and 25 percent, respec-

tively. Moreover, great reduction of the number of tran-
sistors can be achieved. However, the speed will be rather

slower than the binary array. From Table V, it is clear that

a highly compact chip can be realized using the quaternary

logic.

The recent dose control technique enables us to get the

threshold voltage with high precision [15]. If such precise

control is available, the power supply voltage can be made

smaller in a usual environment because the designed

threshold voltages become uniform as expec~ed and the

noise margins can be improved. For example, we can

choose V~~ = 5 V which is the same as the power supply in

a typical binary circuit. Table VI shows the logical levels

and the threshold voltage of each transistor thus specified.
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Under these conditions, the performance of the pattern

matching cell is simulated using SPICE 2 as shown in

Table VII. It is clear that the static power dissipation can

be reduced to about half of the binary one, because of the

compactness.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new pattern matching cell which can be used in image

processing is designed and implemented using a quaternary

T gate as a basic building block. The chip k proved, by

measurement, to have almost the desired characteristics.

One of the most important advantages of the quaternary

image processing hardware is that the num”ber of the cells

can be reduced to 50 percent of the corresponding binary

implementation because of the direct processing of input

pixels and the double matching procedure. So, a highly

compact image processor can be realized by using

quatemary logic because the interconnection between the

cells can be greatly reduced, thus opening up new possibil-

ityy for future VLSI using multiple-valued logic.
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